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Inquiry into the use of Cannabis in Victoria

Organisation Name:
Your position or role:

SURVEY QUESTIONS
Drag the statements below to reorder them. In order of priority, please rank the themes you believe
are most important for this Inquiry into the use of Cannabis in Victoria to consider::
Accessing and using cannabis,Criminal activity,Mental health,Young people and children,Social
impacts,Education,Public health,Public safety
What best describes your interest in our Inquiry? (select all that apply) :
Individual

Are there any additional themes we should consider?

Select all that apply. Do you think there should be restrictions on the use of cannabis? :
There should be no restrictions.

YOUR SUBMISSION
Submission:
The illegal market for cannabis is enourmous in Victoria, and the quality (use of Plant Hormone Growth
Agent) should be a health concern in and of itself.
As a long term cannabis user, I have heavily researched the Endocannabinoid system and beleive that there
are significant benefits to be had from the plant (ensuring that it is cultivated correctly and without use of
chemicals).
Having a brother that has succumed to heavy ICE use and subsequent mental illness, I can directly attest that
the drug landscape in Australia is terrible, liable to ensure that harder drugs are taken (pot dealer is also the
heroin and ice dealer).
Other countries have shown great success with legalization of marijuana, taking this softer drug and setting
it apart from the drugs that most definately have negative health consequences. Australia has remained with
its head in the sand, and we will reap the consequences of our shortsightedness as our youth are destroyed.
If we wish to have our younger generation grow into fruition without significant mental defects, we must
take the production of Marijuana out of the hands of illegal growers.
Having seen the governments reaction to many issues of late (bush fires, covid) I am not convinced of their
competence on any issue. Government policy freely allows adults to access booze and cigarettes (both
extremely harmful) and I beleive there should be no restrictions of cannabis use for thosse over the age of
18.
Do you have any additional comments or suggestions?:
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